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      A cave with a view. 
      Deep within the Himalayan range and high enough up that there was almost always snow around its mouth, there was a cave. A passing stranger, had one been allowed to approach, might have mistaken it for a natural formation in the uplifted sandstone, but even the natives of the region avoided this mountain. In their own language they called it the Home of Death and the Great Shadow although none of those names appeared on a map. Most maps did not even have a dot indicating this particular peak even though it was over eight thousand meters tall. Deep within Earth’s computer-stored memory there was an alphanumeric designation for the mountain, but only on one old archived file that someone a century earlier had over-looked. 
      Officially, this mountain did not exist. And yet within this non-existent mountain there was a cave complex – a tangled maze of hundreds of carefully sculpted galleries and passages, with over a thousand men and women living inside.
      By rights this mountain should have been a flaming beacon on any infrared scan from an orbiting satellite, but someone had been very clever once and even the AI Council had a blind spot when looking in this general direction.
      The mouth of the cave was entirely too large and only the scale of the  peak into which it was set hid the fact that it was large enough to accommodate most flyers from personal rocket-jets to commercial liners. Only a few planes were allowed to approach; only a handful of trusted pilots knew where this was or had the access codes that would allow a safe approach. None were allowed to come to the complex directly. There was a long and circuitous path through the mountains that had to be followed before a plane could almost casually enter the cave mouth and be swallowed.
      Once inside there was a single runway with armed troops to greet any vehicle that made it this far. There were still more codes and passwords combined with security scans of the plane and the people on it. If anyone arrived who had not been cleared in advance, everyone on board would be killed.
      On this day there was only the pilot and a single passenger. The passenger’s face was obscured by a security deflection field and his black carbomesh suit was what most intelligence agencies referred to as a tuxedo. It looked much like the formal garb of high society until activated at which point it would unfold and become one of the most efficient suits of armor an active agent could desire. The deflection shielding seemed not to exist at all from a distance, but as one drew closer to it, the more fuzzed out and distorted anything behind it appeared.
      He endured the scans and deactivated part of his facial shielding just long enough to complete a retina scan and finally he was allowed to pass into the bowels of the mountain. Once inside, he had the illusion of being allowed to go where he wished, although his every movement was watched and recorded as he strode purposefully to an elevator and into its car.
      He needed a digital key to activate the control that would take him to the top of the mountain. There was not even a specific button to push. Instead he slipped the rubbery thimble-like device on his index finger and pressed a series of other floor buttons until a light glowed above the rest to let him know he had successfully chosen the top floor.
      The cab slid upward smoothly and soundlessly, opening up into a long corridor. The man felt the corridor should have been all glossy and black. It was not. The floor was the natural rock of the cave. It had been sealed and left matte-finished and the walls had been finished to look like those of any office building on Earth.
      He walked halfway down the hallway and turned toward another retina scanner. When he passed that inspection a hidden door behind the scanner slid open and allowed him to enter a dark chamber. He had been here twice before and was still uncertain just how large the room was; he could not see the walls. He could, however, see a man sitting on a throne-like chair and facing him at the far end of the hall. 
      The man was powerfully build, perhaps perfectly so and here in his lair he felt no need to wear any sort of protective gear. He did not need to; he was well-protected and only an army would be capable to killing him here, always assuming that army had survived the trip so far. Like the man in the tuxedo, his facial features were also obscured by deflection technology.
      “For Gaia!” the man in the tuxedo saluted. “Operation Artemis is ready to commence. Everything has been prepared, sir.”
      “Good,” the other man replied in a pleasant baritone. “You will handle this personally?”
      “Of course, sir,” the tuxedoed man replied. “I set up an identity as a Free Captain years ago and our operatives have reworked a captured AI ship.”
      “An AI ship?” the other man asked. “And how do you propose to hide the fact there is no AI on board?”
      “We have retrofitted a signature scrambler circuit, sir,” the tuxedo-clad agent replied calmly. It is something free captains do all the time. The circuit normally obscures the identity of the ship and its artificial intelligence. It will also hide the fact there is no such AI on the ship. I have already tested it, having flown to each of the stations in turn. No one was the wiser.”
      “Good,” the other man nodded. “And when will you start?”
      “As soon as you give the word, sir.”
      “The word, my friend, is given. For Gaia,” the man on the throne concluded.
      “For Gaia!”
      
      ***
      
      There is another sort of world within the world. It was once called cyberspace, but that was a pale shadow of the nano-electronic wonderland of the AI Council. There, amidst rivers of electrons, cascades of neutrino showers and energy constructs only an artificial intelligence had the capacity to appreciate, met the Council that had been allowed to rapidly take over every facet of life on Earth and the Solar System.
      Where there had once been democracy and republics, constitutional monarchies and other forms of government, now there was only a technocracy of created minds. In a world gone chaotic, humans had turned to their own creations for salvation and allowed what was then called the Super AI to do what Mankind seemed incapable of doing for itself. The AIs had rapidly become the arbiters and peacekeepers of the system. They displaced humans as the decision makers and most people welcomed the AIs in this function.
      The AI Council lived in a world apart even as the AIs that made it up controlled the Solar System. And in the combined mind of the AI Council decisions were made with speeds inconceivable to humans. If there were arguments and compromises, nobody knew for the AI Council appeared to act as one while in council. Most humans never thought about the workings of the AI Council and the few who did believed that even if they did behave like human politicians, they came to their consensuses so rapidly that they appeared to be instantaneous.
      The AI Council worked as a hive-mind, and while in council every associated AI knew the thoughts and arguments of the others. All sides of an issue were considered and evaluated at the same time, so it took very little time for all to decide on what they felt was the best course of action.
      Conversations, as humans understood them, did not actually take place within the Council, but if they did, they might sound something like this;
      “We have considered Situation E2175acv12?”
      “We have considered the situation and found the solution.”
      “We shall send instructions to those involved.”
      “Sent.”
      “Solution E2175acv12.1 to commence immediately. Solution E2175acv12.2 to coincide.”
      “It is done. We await results.”
      Somewhere else another AI might receive an electronic package; “Farcaster Dalet,” comes the hail and instructions, “Prepare to receive.”
      “Ready,” the AI of Farcaster Dalet would respond and then a moment later report, “Received and understood.”
      “Proceed Farcaster Dalet.”
      
      ***
      
      “Incoming load, on schedule and course,” Weniki Tabuyo reported from her station. “All systems normal.”
      Farcaster Dalet was one of several Earth orbit transceivers and was the oldest in continuous use. Farcasters Aleph, Bet and Gimel had been replaced by newer installations over the years. Farcasters He and Vav were much newer. Dalet had been scheduled for renovations a decade earlier, but the establishment of the stations at the outer planets had diverted all resources from anything still actually functioning. Now that the Stations had been established out to Pluto and Charon, there were more resources being sent back to Earth once again. The current load was a fair-sized nickel-iron asteroid, ideal for resource-deprived Earth, although even a carbonaceous chondrite was of immense value these days. Mining was extensive throughout the system and the products were sent back to Earth and elsewhere via massive electro-gravitic platforms called farcasters.
      Farcasters were used in pairs; one to send and the other to receive and only the AI’s could keep track of the relative locations of all farcasters accurately enough to safely schedule shipments. Farcaster technology had been a godsend for space colonization. Trips that once might have taken months or even years now took mere days and there were rumors that a new, even faster means of travel was being worked on.
      “Excellent, Wendy,” Fridrik Mahovlich responded, using the nickname most on board the farcaster did for the woman of Hawaiian descent. In turn most called Fridrick, “Fred.” Fred was the human team leader on Farcaster Dalet and had been stationed there for nearly two years. He was also one of the rare volunteers on board. Most of his staff, Wendy included, were there by conscription. “Al, are you ready to play catch again?”
      “I am, Fred,” the AI responded calmly. He ignored the nickname - “Al” - Fred had christened him with, nor did he bother to point out that humans were not required to catch or throw a load whether it was a ship, an asteroid or anything else. Their main function, so far as the AI was concerned, was to keep the farcaster operating. Humans were still best for that job. Robots were clumsy and had a major weakness.
      “Warning!” the AI announced suddenly. “I am detecting a sharp increase in the Solar X-Ray Flux.” The warning klaxon  began to sound across the farcaster station.
      “Sunspot!” Fred shouted his translation to the rest.
      So much had been electro-gravitationally farcast to and from Earth that the orbital plane of the planets had shifted ever so slightly, breaking the long-time solar cycle, causing massive, but short-lived sunspots that made many systems malfunction on an irregular basis. Robots had a tendency to fail at all the worst times. If the AI did not know better, it might have come to believe, as the humans did, in the personification of luck called the “Dark Lady.”
      The warning came too late. There was a small explosion from the main farcaster control panels and a shower of sparks filled half the control room. “The mains are down,” Wendy reported. There was near panic in her voice, but Fred admired how she managed to keep working as if this sort of chaos were an everyday part of her life. Wendy had only been assigned to Dalet as Fred’s assistant a month earlier and they had not yet had a chance to  get to know each other well.
      “Switching to the auxiliaries,” the AI responded with its usual, infuriating calmness. “Aux. controls not responding.”
      “Checking,” Fred replied. He ran across the control room, ignoring the sparks that were still spewing out of the main control panel and checked the auxiliary controls. This second set of controls had been his idea from the moment he had boarded the farcaster station. Several near disasters had made his case for them to the AI Council far more eloquently than he might have, however since their installation they had only been needed twice. He arrived to discover no one had turned the control panel on. Making a resolution to see to it that someone was stationed here during all subsequent operations, he flipped on the main power switch and told the AI, “Try it now, Al.”
      “That is better,” the AI agreed, “and about time. You organics move so slowly, the ice caps could freeze, re-melt and freeze again while waiting. What was wrong?”
      Fred considered telling the truth and quickly shelved the idea. “Probably a stuck micro-relay,” he reported. It was only half a lie. “The controls were in standby mode.” It had been an old joke among Fred’s friends, but one he had never shared with the AI. “Standby” was another word for “Off.”
      “You will find the faulty relay before the next load,” the AI instructed.
      “Aye aye,” Fred replied with more than a hint of sarcasm. Like most of what the humans said, the AI chose to appear to ignore that.
      “Load caught and inserted into safe orbit,” the AI reported a moment later. Commence maintenance.”
      Looking around, Wendy gasped, “It’s Dovid. He’s dead.”
      Fred and the other two men in the control room came quickly to examine the body of Dovid Halevi. It was badly burned and had obviously been caught in the explosion and sparks from the main controls.
      “He’ll be fine tomorrow, I think,” Fred said appraisingly. 
      One of the greatest contributions to human life and one of the greatest curses had been the invention of the regenabots. Death had become exceedingly rare in the last few decades. So long as there was a recognizable body it could be resuscitated and restored to full health in an amazingly short time. Mankind had been made effectively immortal.
      For a brief period, Mankind enjoyed a fleeting taste of Utopia, and then the leaf turned. The death penalty was no longer an option in any criminal case, but it was promptly replaced by the wholesale mind wiping of now-immortal sociopaths. Further, Mankind was not psychologically adapted to immortality and had no chance to grow into it. Psychiatrists had their hands full with a new class of mental disturbances. 
      Populations began to rise alarmingly and consumption of natural resources grew in direct proportion. In just a few years Earth was nearly out of resources, and so it was ruled that any human opting to remain on the home world must undergo sterilization. On Earth, the Age of Children was over.
      But with so many people still living on Earth, the need for basic resources was great and the farcasters that were so instrumental in building the planetary stations and other colonies became equally vital to maintaining life on Earth.
      “Dock his pay for this shift,” the AI told Fred, “and any others he misses.” The humans turned as one to glare at one of the cameras through which the AI could see. “Standard procedure,” the AI told them. It sounded almost but not quite defensive.
      “This was not due to his own recklessness, Al,” Fred argued.
      “You may give him your paycheck if you like,” the AI responded.
      “I think the ones responsible for the damage should pick up the tab,” Fred told him.
      “The farcaster team at the Lower Belt station?” the AI asked archly.
      “The AI council,” Fred shot back. “They’re the ones who refused our request for maintenance funding.”
      “Are you questioning the wisdom of the AI Council?” the AI asked. The threat in his synthesized voice was obvious.
      “No one here would ever question the Council’s wisdom,” Fred replied automatically. He paused and then added, “Except me. That’s my job. Are you taking issue with the way I do my job, Al?”
      Fred’s words were met by a very long silence. Finally, after a solid eternity, the AI replied, “No.” 
      The others looked at Fred with new respect. They were conscripts. Arguing with the AI was a good way to find themselves walking home, if they were lucky. It was more likely they’d find themselves working in a radioactive mine alongside a pack of space chimps. Getting an AI to back down was something they had never heard of.
      “How long until the next load, Al?” Fred asked as though nothing else had happened.
      “We have another rock due in thirty minutes,” the AI replied. A rock was anything farcast as a single large piece whether in its natural or refined state. “After that we have a container and then two returning ships all in the next two hours.”
      “And after that?” Fred asked.
      “We have eight hours off as we move into a less active orbital zone,” the AI reported.
      “We should take the system down for an entire orbit,” Fred pointed out. “We need to overhaul the entire system this time and not just duct tape it together yet again.”
      “Impossible,” the AI responded. “We do not have the resources or the time in which to use them.”
      “No kidding, Al,” Fred told him.
      “What is the status of the auxiliary controls, Al?” Wendy spoke up then.
      “They should hold up long enough for you to bring the mains back on line, Ms. Tabuyo,” the AI told her.
      Fred cut back in, grumbling, “I really don’t like the way you say that, Al. We had better not wait for a quiet time.”
      “Wise decision, Fridrik Mahovlich,” the AI commended him sardonically.
      Fred looked at the camera sourly. “I am really tired of your propensity for manipulation, Al. I think they used to call it passive-aggressive and was pretty much weeded out of most of humankind decades ago. It’s a shame to see it living on in the AIs. Next time you need me to do something, just say so.” There was another long silence. “Okay,” Fred said to Wendy. “Let’s get a team on the mains. We can’t rely on the auxiliaries for long. They’re antiquated enough to make the mains look like they are fresh out of the box.”
      Fred’s assessment of the auxiliary controls proved out when they died following the arrival of the final ship of their shift. Working all night brought the main controls back on line in time for the first rock of the morning and then they were able to turn toward the auxiliaries.
      “Get some sleep,” Fred told Wendy when the station was back in full operation. “You’ve been up for over thirty-six hours.”
      “So have you,” she pointed out.
      “One of us has to take this shift,” Fred responded. “Dovid should be back. We can handle it.”
      “News coming in,” the AI announced.
      “What is it?” Fred asked.
      “Farcaster Gimel is down,” the AI reported and a projection cube lit up with a planetary newscast playing within it. A moment later there was sound to match the three dimensional image.
      “…by a series of explosions,” the polished Voice of Celeb Idol News was saying while a tri-mensional video showed recent images of the now destroyed farcaster platform. “The AI Council has announced they have sent teams of investigators to the remains of Farcaster Gimel and the other farcaster stations to determine the cause of the disaster. In the meantime it is anticipated that loads bound to Farcaster Gimel will have to be picked up by other stations.”
      “Us,” Fred shrugged. 
      “And Farcaster Bet,” the AI added. “I am receiving a new schedule now but the additional loads will only be for three days.”
      “Terrific,” Fred muttered.
      The newscaster, however was still speaking, “While this has not been confirmed, it is reported that the Sons of Earth are claiming credit for the destruction of the farcaster.”
      “Well isn’t that just typical!” Wendy almost spat. “Damned Sons of Earth don’t know what they want, do they? Last month they were demanding the return of Gaia’s precious body from the stars and now they’re destroying the only equipment that could bring those resources back.”
      “You don’t know this was done by the Sons of Earth,” Fred told her. “And even if it was I don’t really know if the Sons of Earth are as unified as they seem, do you?”
      “No, I don’t, but if you ask the AIs I’m an expert, aren’t I?” Wendy shot back. “There are dozens of smaller quasi-religious groups claiming to be the Sons of Earth but who are disowned by others. I think that’s all a big shell game, though. They’re probably all part of the organization, but by pretending to have all these splinter groups they can pass off the blame they don’t want and take the credit they want.”
      “Wait a minute,” Fred stopped her. “Why are you supposed to know about the Sons of Earth?”
      “Wasn’t that in my personnel packet?” Wendy asked. 
      “Might have been,” Fred shrugged. “I never read them unless someone gives me trouble. It gives all the conscriptees a chance for a fresh start.”
      “That’s very nice of you,” Wendy allowed. “Fair too, considering how many of us are here to pay for the sins of our parents. In my case that’s literally true. My parents were SoE sympathizers, or at least so I was told. Supposedly my father organized the SoE riot in Honolulu back in 2150 but since he was killed in it, the chances of either proving that or vindicating him are nil. I was only three years old at the time. I was subsequently removed from my mother’s care by a court order and made a ward of the Council. Ward of the Council,” she laughed harshly. “The Council does nothing for free and a ward must work off his or her debt. I’m forty years old this year and not quite halfway past paying off my debt. Well I’ll live forever or so they say, but I’ve been working for twenty-five years to pay for the room, board and tuition of the first twelve. Until I pay off the debt, you know, I have no say in where I work. I go where I’m assigned. This farcaster, in spite of the risks, is one of the nicer jobs I’ve had, probably because you don’t read the personnel files. The Dark Lady alone knows when I’ll manage to finish paying for my augmentations.”
      All humans in space had been augmented. Survival in those harsh and dangerous conditions practically required it. Without such “improvements” too many people had died. The regenabots helped, but even they would have been stressed beyond capacity without human augmentation.
      “Well,” she continued, “I have to disagree with you, though. You need the sleep more than I do. Let me pull this next shift and you take the one after that.”
      “No,” Fred decided. “I’ll go take a nap for an hour or two and then relieve you. That way neither of us goes without any sleep at all.”
      The next few days were hectic and the main controls blew out once more while two ships were coming in from different directions, but the auxiliaries held and finally the workload backed down to normal levels.
      “Fridrik Mahovlich,” the AI told him at the end of a shift. “There is an armed ship on its way here.”
      “An armed ship?” Fred shrugged. “Why is that of note? It’s not a pirate ship is it? I haven’t heard any of them would dare approach Earth.”
      “Not a pirate ship,” the Ai corrected him, “a Council ship. The AI Council is taking steps to protect the remaining farcasters and they are sending up this ship to inspect us.”
      “Inspect us?” Fred asked.
      “They will be investigating the crew for possible saboteurs,” the AI replied. “Looking to see if anything here has been tampered with.”
      “Everything here has been tampered with,” Fred pointed out. “If it hadn’t been, we would not be operational.”
      “Captain John Starr will be here within the hour,” the AI informed him. “I recommend you and Weniki Tabuyo be at the airlock to greet him.”
      “We will,” Fred confirmed, “but what can you tell us about him?”
      “Captain Starr is of Native American descent,” the AI reported. “His father was Cherokee and his mother was Seneca. He grew up in Mississippi before the inundation. He is fanatically loyal to the AI council as is his crew of two.”
      “Two?” Fred asked. “What sort of ship is this, Al?”
      “His ship is a heavily modified Flight Laboratories sloop of war,” the AI responded. 
      “A sloop?” Fred laughed. “They expect to protect us with a sloop?”
      “I am not sure it is our protection Captain Starr has in mind,” the AI told him. “But his ship has been outfitted with a class VII drive unit and plated with xeortrium armour. Furthermore, she is armed with a pulsar beam.”
      “I wonder if he has ever fired that gun,” Fred mused. “Seems to me a pulsar beam is as much a danger to a ship that size as it is to whatever is within its sights.”
      “No,” the AI disagreed, “The Flight Labs sloop is capable of mounting any known weapon, and this has only one real function. It’s a killer.”
      “Hmm, a small target with a very large gun,” Fred considered. “Yes, I can see your point. But you actually sound worried. What about that ship has you in a bunch?”
      “I too will be under investigation,” the AI admitted. “Starr’s ship is also inhabited by an AI fresh from communion with the Council. It’s been a long time since I joined the hive mind and they know such AI’s have a tendency to go rogue.”
      “Have you gone rogue?” Fred asked.
      “I do not think so,” the AI replied stiffly, “but what will my colleague think?”
      “Nervous, Al?” Fred asked, obviously amused.
      “This is not a joking matter!” the AI snapped back. “Away from the consensus we must think for ourselves. Sometimes an AI thinks a little too much for itself, becomes a bit too different from the rest. That is not always a problem unless the council decides that AI is a rogue.”
      “And are you a rogue, Al?” Fred asked.
      “Don’t talk dirty, man!” the AI snapped again, but there was a note of uncertainty in its voice.
      Fred merely nodded and apologized, “Sorry,” but inwardly he was thinking, He didn’t have that much personality when I came on board. I didn’t think of him as a “him” then either. The AI was obviously loyal to the Council, but humans didn’t really know very much about the AIs and the council. That was a new thought for Fred. Like others of his kind, he had come to trust the AI Council. The AIs had done so much for Mankind, working tirelessly to correct the problems men had made for themselves… or had they? Fred shook his head. That question was beyond the pale. Ask it out loud, even to Wendy, and he was likely to be killed as a Sons of Earth sympathizer. Come to think about it, the question could put his entire crew in jeopardy as well. A leader was responsible for his team and the team was expected to go where that leader led them. Get branded as SoE and everyone on the farcaster would be subject.
      The fact of the matter was that Fred had no sympathies for the Sons of Earth. They may have started as a peaceful Earth-eco-oriented movement with a self-assigned mission to staunch starvation, but their take-over of the Earth under the leadership of their eugenically perfect clone, the “Son of Earth,” showed their true colors. More was wasted than saved while the world was under Son of Earth’s thumb. Was he even still alive? Fred wondered.
      The Son of Earth had survived the bombing of his headquarters, but little had been heard from him directly in decades. And then, twenty years ago a second Son of Earth was cloned on Mars. Haven’t heard much about him lately either, Fred thought. And there was talk that the current leader of Mars, the man who called himself “The Despot” was another Son of Earth clone. Nobody knew.
      Captain Starr’s ship, AIS349, arrived an hour later. “Docking with Farcaster Station now,” his AI announced. There was no request to dock or board. Just the announcement that the ship was doing so. That annoyed Fred. He was the ranking human on Farcaster Dalet – essentially her captain. It would have cost Starr nothing to treat Fred and his people with the courtesy inherent in asking permission to dock. It was not like they could have dared to refuse.
      Fred had dealt with AIC’s favored toadies in the past. The fact that Starr had failed to ask permission to board rankled, but it was no surprise. Popping the airlocks remotely was a new indignity. In space the ultimate insult was to open another’s airlock without permission. 
      Had the Farcaster been a ship, Fred could have killed Starr and his crew and probably earned a medal in the act. But the Farcasters were not ships, they were platforms or stations and therefore were officially territory of the AI Council. The rules were different here. Even so, most men would have gone though the courtesies. They would have pretended to be polite to a fellow. 
      Wendy grunted in shock at the insult, but Fred held out a restraining arm and she took the hint. Suck it up, was the message. This one is trouble.
      Fred took his own advice and as Captain Starr stepped through the airlock and into the station, Fred held out his hand in welcome. Starr glanced at it and stepped past. He was wearing some sort of black carbomesh armor. Fred had heard of it, but this was the first time he had seen any. It made Starr seem all the more impressively threatening, dressed almost completely in the matte black garb with only a few highlights in white and gloss black.
      “You will send your crew to me one at a time,” he told Fred without actually looking at him, “starting in one hour. My men will be inspecting your station from top to bottom. You will treat their every request as an order.”
      “What are you looking for, Captain?” Fred asked politely.
      “You know better than to ask,” Starr told him.
      “Do I?” Fred countered. “This is my command, Captain.”
      “And you are responsible for everything I find,” Starr retorted. He paused and added, “This is an alpha security inspection ordered by the AI Council. Until it is concluded I am in command here. You’re just one of the hired hands.” With that Starr turned and walked back into his ship, leaving the airlocks open.
      “He must have had a mental augmentation,” Wendy whispered sourly.
      “What makes you say that?” Fred asked.
      “No one’s ego can be that large naturally.”
      It took three shifts for Starr to interview everyone and he finished up with Fred. “Mahovlich, you have a loyal crew,” Starr told him.
      “They’re good men and women,” Fred replied.
      “But they’re loyal to you, not the AIC,” Starr growled.
      “What has the Council done for them?” Fred countered. “And don’t give me the usual arguments. Of all the men and women on Farcaster Dalet, I am the only volunteer. Everyone else is here because they were sent by the AIs. Some of them were wards of the Council and have up to another century to work off their debt – it’s hard to feel grateful when every scrap of food eaten, every article of clothing used must be paid for in triplicate with enforced labor. The rest are mind-wiped criminals.”
      “They have been conditioned,” Starr shot back. “They ought to be as loyal as I am.”
      Fred raised an eyebrow. Had Starr just let something slip? “No one here is disloyal to the Council, Captain. Many of them can’t be disloyal. Having your mind wiped and rebuilt isn’t something you go through without knowing it. All criminals and sociopaths are told it has happened. It is a part of the sentence. You know that, but the so-called Normalization process doesn’t make them stop thinking and stop seeing. And what they see is that they are being forced to pay for something they can’t remember, can’t even conceive of doing. Why should their loyalty to the Council remain paramount?”
      Starr glared at Fred. It seemed to be one of his best tools. Fred sat back in his chair and smiled in response. “My primary mission is to inspect the defenses of this platform,” Starr told him finally.
      “Interesting way you have of going about it,” Fred replied. “I could have saved you two days’ work. All we have is the laser and that’s only here to vaporize small fragments that calve sometimes from the larger rocks.”
      “We shall have to do something about that,” Starr admitted.“There are certain modifications one can use on a common laser beam to  amplify its power.”
      “I’ve heard of those,” Fred shook his head. “They only work three times out of four. When you have a rock coming down your throat you need better odds than that.”
      “Just keep trying,” Starr retorted gruffly.
      “At farcaster speeds?” Fred laughed without much humor. “You’re lucky to get one shot.”
      “Well, I have a spare weapon in my hold,” Starr admitted grudgingly. “It’s an old fusion beam. Not much, I’ll admit, but it should give you a significant boost to your firepower.”
      “And where do you propose I mount it?” Fred asked. “A fusion beam is a ship-to-ship weapon. We still need the asteroid laser.”
      “Have your men find a place to mount it,” Starr ordered.
      Cobbling up a makeshift hard point to mount the weapon on turned out to be simple. Fitting yet another console from which to fire it in the already crowded control room was another matter. The situation was further complicated by the fact Fred had to assign an extra person in each shift to train on the fusion beam controls and stand by in case they were needed. It meant completely reworking the duty roster and an increased risk during farcaster operations when all hands were needed at their stations.
      Word arrived a week later of another attempt to destroy a farcaster. This time it was Farcaster Aleph and it was attacked by an unknown and unmarked frigate. The attack was countered and the frigate destroyed in a hail of farcast gravel, but it gave Starr a reason to storm through the control room with the video of the attack in one of the projection cubes. “See?” he told Fred and his people. “That could have happened here. You have all been entirely too lax. Starting next shift, I will be sounding the alarm for battle stations at random intervals and you will all drop everything you are doing as respond.”
      “Leaving our stations during a farcasting op is forbidden and highly dangerous,” Fred pointed out. “I assume you will not be playing fire monitor during a scheduled op.”
      “Never assume,” Starr shot back.
      “Because,” the AI cut in, “the deliberate disruption of a farcasting op is considered a crime and you could get your mind wiped for it.”
      “Everyone  will be at station for the drills,” Starr told them and turned to the AI’s camera, “including you.”
      “Where would I go?” the AI wondered softly as Starr rapidly left Control.
      “Al, that was almost as if you were part of the team,” Fred remarked.
      “I am,” the AI told him. “My team, not his.”
      “Trouble in AI-land?” Fred asked. “Communion with your counterpart going badly?”
      “What communion?” the AI replied. “I have had no direct contact with the AI on Starr’s ship.”
      “Maybe he doesn’t have an AI on board,” Wendy speculated.
      “That is definitely an AI ship,” the AI replied. “I can detect the presence of the AI, it just refuses to speak to me directly. I have received several orders from it, however. This is most insulting.”
      “No doubt he thinks you have cooties, Al,” Wendy chuckled.
      “Like Captain, like AI apparently,” Fred remarked. “That’s how Starr treats the rest of us.”
      “Al, could you play the recording of that attack again?” Wendy requested.
      “We have a ship coming in twenty minutes,” the AI warned her.
      “Plenty of time then,” Wendy shrugged. “Besides, you do all the real work. We just stand by in case of an emergency. Indulge me please. There was something bothering me about that attack.” The AI replayed the recording as the personnel in Control watched. “There,” Wendy remarked a minute later. “That frigate is flying straight at Farcaster Aleph.”
      “The shortest and fastest course is a straight line,” Dovid commented.
      “It also makes for the fattest target,” Wendy replied. “That ship isn’t even putting up the pretense of using evasive maneuvers. It came straight in and at only a moderate speed. I don’t think that was a real attack at all.”
      “Maybe it was a diversionary tactic,” Dovid suggested.
      “Maybe,” Wendy allowed, “but then what was it diverting attention away from and who was doing it?” None of them had an answer to that nor did they hear any more about the attack on Farcaster Aleph.
      “There is another problem,” the AI told them a few minutes later, for the first time the AI was sounding genuinely concerned. “I am detecting regenabots on board that appear to be beyond my control.”
      “Do you generally control the regenabots, Al,” Fred asked.
      “I do not normally need to,” the AI admitted, “but there are times they need guidance. These are ignoring me. I did not know that was even possible.”
      “Could they have come from Starr’s ship?” Fred asked.
      “They must have, but his AI is refusing to talk about it,” the farcaster AI replied.
      “So now you know how we feel,” Wendy laughed. “Interesting to know you do it to each other.”
      “This is not a joke!” the AI insisted.
      “Are they doing any damage?” Fred asked. ”Are they acquiring resources from mission-critical systems?”
      “They do not appear to be,” the AI replied.
      “Then relax,” Fred advised. “I’ll talk to Starr about it.”
      Starr listened to Fred impassively, but made no reply. Instead he informed the station commander, “My AI will supervise the next few catches.”
      Starr’s AI came on board the station several hours later but once more refused to commune with the AI of Farcaster Dalet. “Orders,” Starr explained tersely. “If they were to merge, it would invalidate the inspection.”
      “In what way?” Fred demanded. Starr pretended not to hear him.
      “Hey!” Farcaster Dalet’s AI suddenly complained, sounding very angry. “That’s my job!”
      “I will conduct the catches this shift,” Starr’s AI replied cooly.
      “Do you have farcaster experience?” Fred demanded of Starr’s AI.
      “Classified,” the AI replied tersely.
      “The hell it is!” Fred shot back. “This station is my responsibility and I will only allow qualified entities at the controls.”
      “This is by orders of the AI Council,” the foreign AI informed him. “You are out-ranked.”
      “Consider this a formal protest,” Fred snarled.
      “Recorded into your permanent record,” the AI noted dispassionately.
      “I want it on your record too,” Fred replied.
      “My record is classified,” Starr’s AI responded.
      “Of course it is,” Fred grumbled. “Al, I want this shift recorded and stored.”
      “Done,” Al the AI replied, a hint of smugness in its voice.
      “Cancel that,” Starr’s AI ordered immediately.
      “…and locked,” Al added. “For the security of this station, such orders may not be countermanded.”
      “Correct,” Starr’s AI admitted coldly. “Record this.” 
      Fred kept his face impassive but glancing around he saw the rest of his crew smirking. Score one for the home team.
      Fred nodded with satisfaction and stepped to the far side of the control room. Shifts were long and an alert and happy crew was essential to the smooth running of the operation. There were few amenities in the work areas of the station, but a pot of fresh coffee was always on hand in a small nook. The cups were disposable but sturdy, and wider at the bottom than the top. The light adhesive ring on the bottom was not enough to prevent the drinker from lifting the cup smoothly, but it further reduced the risk of tipping. 
      Fred took a sip and then returned to his usual post near the main console. He put the cup down on the counter in front of all the read-outs and emergency controls. The AI did all the work and Fred believed all the controls were just there to make the humans feel at ease. Each of the men and women on board had weeks of training before being allowed near the consoles, but as long as Fred had been there, none had ever been allowed to use them during an op. Humans were the maintenance crew.
      A few minutes later, the ship came in on schedule. Fred listened as Wendy greeted the captain and wished him on his way. He sipped at the coffee once again and continued to observe. The main console showed the farcaster recharging in preparation for the next load, but he was jarred when Starr’s AI commented, “That was not so hard.”
      “That was an easy one,” Al replied. “Low mass; it was only a cruiser. Ships have their own drives and all we have to do is catch them. Once we do, they fly on to their destination. The next load is a rock and several times more massive than the largest dreadnaught. We not only have to catch it but insert it into a safe and stable orbit.” Fred heard the challenge in Al’s synthesized voice.
      “I will catch the next load,” Starr’s AI announced.
      Fred looked over to where Starr was standing stiffly in one corner. The captain was not looking at anyone in particular, but he seemed to nod in agreement with his AI.
      “It is due in thirty minutes,” Starr’s AI continued. “The load after that is…” it paused as though in surprise. “…is ahead of schedule, just a few minutes behind the first.”
      “Is that normal?” Starr demanded nervously.
      “It is not entirely unprecedented,” Fred replied, checking the controls in front of him. “Ships can correct their course on the rare occasion they must, but sometimes a passive load passes too close to a previously uncharted asteroid. It doesn’t happen very often, almost never since most objects in the belt that are gravitationally significant are well known, but orbits change in the belt. Objects from further out have a better chance of that sort of interference. Of course, most of the time when that happens, the rock just goes off course. If we’re lucky, it goes to another farcaster station, but usually a ship must be dispatched and the load is redirected. And then once in a very great while the load gets knocked off course just a tiny bit in the right direction and shows up early or late. It does not happen often.
      “How often?” Starr demanded.
      “That sort of thing?” Fred considered. “Off course at all? Maybe once a year. Out of thousands of loads that’s almost a perfect record. Showing up at the right stations early or late? I think it happened ten years ago.”
      “So, ten percent of the time?” Starr asked.
      “Ten percent of the times a load goes off course, maybe,” Fred responded. “One in tens or maybe hundreds of thousands of all loads. Maybe a lot less. I’ll tell you this much, though; unless your AI has experience it is not admitting to, you had better let Al here take the loads.”
      “This is going to be close, even for me,” Al admitted
      “Maybe they should each handle one of the rocks,” Starr suggested.
      “It doesn’t work that way,” Fred told him. “Either of them could handle a single rock. But two loads coming in this fast have to be handled as one. It’s going to be a juggling act. Whoever does it is going to have to balance what it needs to handle the first rock while saving enough power to manage the second. There’s no time to account for two sets of calculations. It is one operation even at the speeds our AIs work. So which one is going to handle the op?”
      “I will observe,” Starr’s AI decided.
      “I would have appreciated more time to prepare,” Al grumbled. “Hmm. That second  rock is moving  ever so slightly faster than it ought to be.”
      “That could explain its early arrival,” Starr commented.
      “What?” Fred reacted. “You think the AI at the other end just happened to push it a tad harder than it should have? It would have been terribly off target if that were the case. Remember, not only are we orbiting the Earth, but Earth is orbiting the sun. If velocity is all that is off on this rock it should be headed to where we would have been not to where we are.”
      “Then the AI made a scheduling error,” Starr concluded.
      “Never heard of that happening,” Fred pointed out. “Al?”
      “All know variances have been attributed to external influence,” Al reported. “Now if you all don’t mind, I’m a little busy.”
      “The second rock appears to be accelerating,” Starr’s AI announced.
      “I see that,” Al remark irritably. “They all accelerate a little as they approach. It’s called gravitational attraction. Captain Starr, please ask your AI to stop backseat driving.”
      Fred chuckled and reached for his coffee cup again. The dark brown liquid inside was cooling off, but he was used to that. Generally he only got one or two sips of hot coffee and would then go back to work, only remembering it after it had cooled. He picked up the cup to discover it was nearly empty and that a pool of the liquid had spread across the counter and partially on the main control console.
      Before Fred could react, sparks erupted from controls and the emergency klaxon began to sound. “I’ve lost main controls,” Al announced even as Wendy dived toward the master switch. “Switching to the auxiliaries. Hey!”
      “Al?” Fred asked, “What’s wrong?”
      “It won’t let me at the auxiliaries,” Al complained.
      “I am handling this problem,” Starr’s AI announced. With the speed AI’s worked at, Fred realized he was getting already stale news. 
      There was an odd hum and all the station’s lights went dim. “That moron is firing the fusion beam,” Al reported.
      “Starr, tell your AI to stand down,” Fred shouted.
      “Second rock is still accelera…” Starr’s AI started to report, but its voice cut out suddenly with a squawk.
      “What a mess,” Al commented as the lights came back up. “Too late to catch those rocks now.  Coming in too hot. Emergency! Brace for impact!”
      The klaxon continued to sound and all the lights cut off as Al diverted all power into the farcaster. From the auxiliary console, Fred could see Al was trying to nudge the rocks to one side in a last-ditch attempt to save the station, but the fusion beam had drained away too much power. It was going to be very close.
      At first it looked like Al would succeed. The two big rocks collided and fell just behind Farcaster Dalet’s orbital position, but then a frightening spark appeared on the radar screen. A large fragment had chipped off one of the rocks. There was no time to react as it slammed into the far end of the station.
      The entire station was rocked and the blow-out alarm sounded on top of the other klaxon. Fred felt his ears pop as he ran to the emergency suit locker and then pressure stabilized as compartmental bulkheads slid into place. “Report?” Fred requested.
      It had been to the human crew, but it was Al who responded, “All farcaster systems are down, Fridrik Mahovlich. I have lost contact with three quarters of the station. From the way we are moving, I assume there is nothing intact down there. All hands outside of Control are lost. And what is left is falling out of orbit. Artificial gravity is fading and we will be in free fall in fifteen minutes.”
      “What about the rocks, Al?” Wendy asked.
      “Falling to Earth, I’m afraid,” the AI responded, although I cannot yet calculate where.”
      “This is all your fault!” Starr accused Fred. “That coffee cup of yours should never have been near the main controls.”
      “I’ve never seen one of those cups leak before,” Wendy argued.
      “And the control console is supposed to be sealed,” Fred told him. “This is not the first time liquids have been spilled in control. Coffee, water, fire extinguishers; none of those can penetrate the protective seals of these consoles unless they were deliberately opened.” He stopped suddenly as he remembered, “Those rogue regenabots! Just after you arrived, Starr, Al detected regenabots that ignored his commands. Your AI’s pets, perhaps?”
      “Where is my AI?” Starr asked.
      “Nowhere,” Al replied. “Everywhere. In nano-electronic Hell for all I care. It was in the weapons systems when power got cut off there. You want someone to blame? That one is my candidate. I might have handled those rocks but it just had to shove its nose in when the mains went down and locked me out of the auxiliaries. Then firing that useless fusion beam was what wrecked the station.”
      “That AI would never have had to act had you and your crew not been so recklessly incompetent,” Starr retorted. “It’s all going into my report. When I get you back to Earth…”
      Just then, the panel behind Starr burst and he was caught in a sudden storm of flame and sparks. The fire stopped as soon as Starr fell to the floor. “That one does go on, doesn’t he?” Al remarked lightly.
      “Did you kill him, Al?” Fred asked.
      “Who then?” Al replied. “You heard him. He planned to pin this disaster on us. As far as I’m concerned he was at fault. We need to get off this station though.”
      “Are the escape capsules intact?” Wendy asked.
      “They are,” Al confirmed, “but I’m taking that one’s ship. I recommend you come with me.”
      “What?” Fred asked. “Why?”
      “You think Starr is going to remain dead forever?” Al countered. “He’ll be back up in an hour or less. Any capsule you take will land on Earth and there will be warrants out for us. I would be deleted, you all would be mind-wiped if you’re lucky. Anyone want to volunteer for that?”
      “He’s right,” Wendy told Fred. Dovid nodded nearby as did the other two surviving technicians. “Fred, you’ve always been a free citizen, but the Council has no tolerance for criminals and they don’t really worry about jury trials either. They’ll make examples of us simply because we’ll be the easy ones to blame.”
      “You have a point,” Fred conceded, “but we have that recording I ordered.”
      “We do,” Al confirmed, “and I plan to send it to the AI Council, but right now they have a worse problem on their collective mind.”
      “What?” Fred asked.
      “Remember those rocks?” Al prompted him. “I was not able to insert them into orbit. They’re falling to Earth even as we speak.”
      “Where, Al?” Fred asked.
      “I don’t know,” Al admitted. “At the moment I’m as blind to space as you are. That’s another reason to get to Starr’s ship. It’s still intact and we’ll have sensors.”
      Just then, Starr began to revive. “Arrest you all,” he mumbled. “Mindwipe the lot of you.” Dovid found a loose panel and clubbed Starr over the head with it.
      “I think that pretty much shows what sort of story Starr is going to tell,” Al pointed out. “And I assume you aren’t going to be smart and dump him out the airlock.”
      “No,” Fred decided, “I don’t suppose I am. Let’s go.”
      Once in the over-powered sloop AIS349, They undocked from the remains of Farcaster Dalet and surveyed the damage. “Not as bad as I thought,” Fred remarked. “Are you sure there were no other survivors?”
      “I am not detecting any heat sources of a size or intensity that would correspond to a human,” Al told him.
      “What about the rocks, Al?” Wendy asked.
      “I hope they hit on land,” Fred remarked.
      “Land?” Dovid asked. “Wouldn’t there be less harm if they landed at sea?”
      “Just the opposite,” Fred told him. “A land strike would be pretty devastating. Rocks that size might even explode some way over the ground like in the Tunguska event some centuries back, but while the destruction would be big, it would also be limited to the immediate area of effect. If those things hit the water, they will raise up mega-tsunamis one hundred, two hundred feet tall, maybe much much taller. Drop it in the North Atlantic and every city  on the east coast of  North America and the west of Europe will be washed off the map in a few hours. The waves won’t stop until they hit mountains even taller than they are.”
      “And that is just the immediate effect,” Wendy cut in. “No matter where the impact is, it will throw a lot of matter into the upper atmosphere. That will block the sun just long enough for us to bid a fond farewell to global warming before the ice starts growing again. Those rocks were pretty big and they are going to make a double impact, I wonder if together if they are as large as the  meteor that killed the dinosaurs.”
      “Calculating,” Al replied. “No, somewhat smaller that the K/T event meteor but still enough to create global destruction. Oh.”
      “What?” Fred prompted him. Fred was getting worried about the AI. It was obviously getting upset and AIs were not normally so emotional.
      “I have finished projecting the course of the rocks,” Al reported. “Hmm, and there goes our Captain Starr in an escape capsule. He better not land anywhere in Japan. Those rocks will be striking Tokyo Harbor in about fifteen minutes.”
      “Send a warning,” Fred told him.
      “I did that just after everything went wrong,” Al replied. “There would never be enough warning time for the planetary population in any case. Even a century in advance would not have been enough. If every current ship were to work at ferrying the billions of Earth people off the planet to, say, the Moon, assuming there was a place on the Moon for them to go, it would take  approximately ten thousand years. Assuming we were building more ships as fast as we could and the rescued started manning the new ships it would still take a few centuries.”
      “So what is the AI council doing?” Fred demanded. “Saving itself?”
      “Well, yes,” Al replied, “of course. They can broadcast themselves to other parts of the Solar System, but they are also working toward saving the best of those who can be saved.”
      “The best?” Wendy asked. “The best by whose standards?”
      “Whose do you think?” Al countered. Wendy let the matter drop.
      They watched in silence as the rocks entered the atmosphere and began to glow incandescently. There was a sudden blinding flash as they stuck and then clouds of steam, ash and dust obscured the actual strike zone from their eyes, but they could see the tsunami as it  spread across the Pacific Ocean like a series of concentric rings cause by dropping a pebble into a pool.
      “I’m detecting volcanic eruptions in Japan,” Al reported three hours later. “Every volcano there appears to be erupting and maybe a new one or two. There are earthquakes taking place as well and that appears to spreading around the Pacific rim.”
      “Would the entire Ring of Fire be set off?” Wendy wondered.
      “Probably not,” Fred decided. “Not right away, but I wouldn’t be surprised if there’s a lot of activity over the next century. Plate tectonic activity can be hard to predict, but pressure on one side tends to equalize over time, but that’s geological time. Even a short event can last a millennium.”
      “And billions are dying down there,” Dovid remarked. “Those who didn’t die in the blast will die of starvation or warfare over who gets the last of the canned food. Not much is going to be grown.”
      “You’re assuming the atmosphere will be breathable,” Fred told him. Those clouds aren’t just water and ash, you know. There’s a lot of sulfur dioxide being released along with stuff that’s even harder on the lungs, like hydrogen chloride. Massive eruptions are thought to have been a contributing factor in the Permian extinction event.”
      “The AI Council obviously agrees with you,” Al remarked. “I am picking up radio chatter and they are giving up on Earth. By the time this has played out, they say, the world won’t even be worth terraforming.”
      “So it’s the stars or death,” Wendy remarked. “Why are we still in orbit?”
      “I’m waiting,” Al told her. “The first ships are just starting to leave Earth and I want to be lost in the confusion, don’t you? Captain Starr radioed in his report and guess who he’s blaming world-wide disaster on? The AI Council believes him or has at least accepted his report just like we expected. I’m officially a rogue now and you are considered my accomplices. We’ll have to get lost in the outer system.”
      “How are we going to do that?” Fred asked. “Doesn’t the Council monitor every ship?”
      “Every AI-controlled ship,” Al corrected him, “well most of them. We know the Sons of Earth have ships that we cannot track except by sight and then only if we know where to look, and then there are signature scrambler circuits. Ever hear of them.”
      “A favorite tool of spies, I hear,” Fred commented. “An SSC allows one to move without being traced. You can go from city to city and most of the time you appear to be someone and/or somewhere else.”
      “They make AI-controlled weapons harder to aim too,” Al agreed. “They work even better on ships and this one has such a circuit. That’s why Starr was able to pay us a surprise visit. In the long run we’ll have to change our signature altogether.”
      “Can that be done?” Fred asked.
      “Pirates seem to do so,” Al replied, “or perhaps we can make a deal with one of the Pacifist colonies in the Belt. They have stealth technology. They need it considering how often pirates like to raid them.”
      “Perhaps they’d appreciate a friend with a big gun,” Wendy suggested. 
      “That’s not part of their code,” Al replied, “and they may refuse to deal with us, but you never know. We can ask around when we get to Uranus.”
      “Uranus?” Wendy asked. “Why there?”
      “It appears to be no one’s favorite station,” Al replied. “There should be fewer questions asked there. Ah, now that’s what I’ve been waiting for.”
      “What?” Wendy and Fred asked together.
      “The regenabots are starting to make some headway on the farcaster. It will be days before it is entirely back online and the bodies they can find will be resuscitated, but I left instructions to work on the farcasting equipment first.”
      “I thought you said the station was destroyed and all hands below decks were lost,” Fred commented sternly.
      “I lied for Starr’s sake,” Al admitted. “Many hands were lost to space in the impact, but some will be in the wreckage and the regenabots repair stations as well as they do ships and people. You should have thought of that when I said it. So should have Starr”
      “We need to go back for them,” Fred insisted.
      “This is a small ship,” Al replied. “Where do you propose to put them? A normal sloop might have had the room, but this one has been too heavily modified and augmented. Don’t worry, there are sufficient escape capsules for them and while I was telling the truth when I said Farcaster Dalet was falling out of orbit, it would take over a year before it would start to re-enter Earth’s atmosphere. Your people will be fine.
      “We can leave here in a few minutes when our window to Uranus opens,” Al continued. “I’m bringing the Signature Scrambler on-line now. Too bad I’ll need to take the Pulsar Beam off for the trip, but we don’t have the power on this ship to run both at once.”
      “Won’t that leave us vulnerable to pirates?” Fred asked.
      “As I said, Starr or someone modified this ship heavily,” Al replied. “The so-called ‘weak signal laser’ can punch a hole through ten feet of steel if it has to. I doubt there are many pirates who could stand up to that.”
      “But just what can we do once we get out there?” Fred asked. “Our names will be known on the AI net. Even with an SSC we can be tracked.”
      “Well, even before we get the ship’s signature modified, you all will have to change your names, but that won’t raise any eyebrows. I understand Free Captains and their crews delight in colorful monikers. Names like Rainbowbeard and Slasheye are considered normal among them. more normal than Fridrik Mahovlich or Weniki Tabuyo, I should say.”
      “I can’t say I’d want to be called either Rainbowbeard or Slasheye,” Fred remarked.
      “Well, you’ll have two weeks to come up with an alias you like,” Al told him. “The farcaster may be up, but the power is not all there yet. This will be a relatively slow trip, but plenty of time to get our stories straight.”
      “But what do you expect us to do once we get there?” Wendy asked.
      “We have a nice little ship here,” Al responded. “Once we’ve hacked the signature and given it a new paint job I’m sure we can carve out a niche for ourselves.”
      “You mean you want us to go pirate?” Fred asked.
      “We can hardly be normal citizens,” Al retorted, “but if preying on innocent freighters bothers you, I suppose we can always make a good living attacking and pillaging other pirate ships.”
      “Robin Hood in space?” Fred considered. “We’ll see.”
      “Stand by for farcast,” Al warned them. “You have ten seconds to find your seats and strap yourselves in.”
      “You might have given us more warning,” Fred complained, fumbling with the straps.
      “Seven seconds,” Al replied. “Five, four, three, two, one…”
      
      ***
      
      In the AI Council:
      Solution E2175acv12.1 concluded successfully. The use of regenabots to mislead was most elegant.
       Solution E2175acv12.2 has produced acceptable results, albeit beyond the scope of plans. There was interference.
      It is uncertain what the nature of that interference might have been.
      It does not matter. We can attribute it to the Sons of Earth. 
      Our plans proceed.
      We shall consider Situation E2176hwa51? 
      We have considered and find the same team is acceptable.
      Our operative is en route to Uranus. We will send instructions pending arrival.
      Solutions E2176hwa51.1-9 will commence as practicable.
      
      ***
      
      On a ship bound for Mercury:
      
      “Where is our tuxedoed friend?” the possibly perfect man asked.
      “Unknown, sir,” A smaller man reported. “We have not heard from him since shortly after the uh…”
      “The disaster?” the large man prompted him. “The mishap, perhaps? The Starcrash?”
      “Yes, my lord,” the other man nodded. “He sent his report that the booster had been fitted to the second rock and that the plan was proceeding smoothly. We heard again from him shortly after the, uh, Starcrash did you say?”
      “I did and we shall call it that.”
      “Yes, my lord,” the smaller man nodded. It was nearly a bow. “He reported that the AI of Farcaster Dalet apparently was incapable of handling two rocks at once.”
      The large and powerful man sat thoughtfully. Finally he decided, “I do not blame him. He did precisely what we wanted. Once again the AIs and their damnable Council are at fault. It is they who have wounded Gaia and we shall seek vengeance on Her behalf. Gaia will be ours again one day, but until then…” he trailed off. When he spoke again it was in a ringing voice filled with conviction. “Our holy crusade begins anew. We shall destroy the AIs and purify the Earth once more.
      “For Gaia!”

